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 Page 2 of 2. Learn how to fix missing or corrupted DLL errors.Note: You can find my fix below, but if you'd rather read an overview or another solution, click here. According to the log file, the error occurs in the main.cpp file on line 2401. When the application executes, it reaches a point in time where it attempts to retrieve information from COM. I thought it may have been failing in our ADO
connection, which we were using to get the data from a very simple query, so I attempted to check the compatibility settings. However, it looks like we are not using an older version of ODBC because we are running 64 bit on Windows 7. I am not sure why the application is attempting to reach a COM component, but I was wondering if there is any way to force this to occur? I tried adding a

Component Services DLL file to C:\Windows\System32 and got the following error: The file is not a valid DLL. Please let me know if you have any suggestions. I appreciate any help you can provide. *UPDATE I opened up the'register-types.bat' batch file that comes with Crys3, and noticed that there is the following statement which I do not see in Crys3, which is in my
C:\Crystaling\Crys3-0-0-4\Release\Binaries\Binaries\HELP folder. ASSOC "dwCreateSequentialCallback" = "Procedure, Remote, Required, SysPolicy, Default, Virtual" As a result, I attempted to locate the reference to this object in the main.cpp, and saw that there is a COM component. It appears to be a DynamicLinkLibrary object, but I have no idea what to do with this. I added a reference to this

object in the DLL, and ran the program again, but it continues to fail. I would appreciate any advice that you can provide on this. I have been struggling with this issue for a while now and would appreciate any help that you can provide. I tried to change the DLL references in the project to the new one and got the following error in Visual Studio: Could not load file or assembly
'CrystalDecisions.Common, Version=13.0.2000.0, Culture=neutral, PublicKeyToken=692fbea 82157476af
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